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A Dynamic Bootstrap Mechanism for Rendezvous-based Multicast



Routing



Deborah Estrin, Mark Handley, Ahmed Helmy, Pony Huang Computer Science Department/Information Sciences Institute University of Southern California {estrin,mjh,ahelmy,huang} (i?isi.edu David Thaler Microsoft dthaler@microsoft. com Abstract— Current msdticast routing protocols can be classified into three types according to how the msdticast tree is established: broadcast and prune (&g., DVMRP, PIM-DM), membership advertisement (e.g., MOSPF), and rendezvous-based (e.g., CBT, PIM-SM). Rendezvous-based protocols associate with each logical mutticast group address, a physicat smira.st addreas, referred to m the ‘core’ or ‘rendezvous point’ (RP). Members first joiu a multicast tree rooted at this rendezvom point in order to receive data packets sent to the group. Rendezvous mechanisms arc well suited to large wide-area networks because they distribute group-speafic data and membership multieast distribution



information only to those routers that are on the tree. Howeveq rendezvous protocols require a boot-



strap mechanism to map each logical msdticast address to its current physicat rendezvous-point address. The bootstrap mechanism must adapt to network and router failures but shoutd minimize unnecessary changes in the group-to-RP mapping. In addition, the bootstrap mechanism should be trmsspanmt to the hosts.



tocols are better suited for wide area muhicast, where group members may be sparsely distributed and where bandwidth is a scarce resource. The PIM architecture [5], [6], [4] described the rationale and design details by which the multicast trees are built and maintained. In this paper we describe the bootstrap mechanisms-in particular, the distribution of rendezvouspoint information and the use of that information to map specific groups to RPs in a consistent distributed, and robust manner. We focus on the robusmess and control message overhead of the bootstrap mechanisms because these are the main determinants of scalability. After



a short overview



of its bootstrap



This paper describes and analyzes the bootstrap mechanism developed for PIM-SM. The mechanism employs an algorithmic mapping of multieast group to rendezvous point address, based on a set of available RPs dis-



paper.



tributed



A, Protocol



throughout



a mtdtieast



domain.



The primary



evacuation



measures



are convergence time, message distribution overhead, batanced assignment of groups to RPs, and host impact. The mechanism as a whole, and the design lessons in particular, are applicable to other rendezvous-based msdticast routing protocols as well.



I. Multicast



INTRODUCTION



routing is a critical



technology



for the evolving In-



of PIM-SM



mechanisms



Independent



we motivate



and outline



the design



the remainder



of the



Multicast–Overview



In this section we provide



an overview



of the architectural



components of PIM-SM (referred to hereafter as PIM) [6], [4], [7]. The architecture described here operates in each multicast domain, which in this context is a contiguous set of routers that all implement PIM and operate within a common boundary defined by PIM Multicast Border Routers [7]. As shown in Figure



1, when a receiver’s



local router



(A)



ternet. Previous papers have described techniques that use some form of broadcast to build a multicast distribution tree from ac-



discovers it has local receivers, it starts sending periodic join-



tive sources to current group members. DVMRP [1] and PIMDM [2] broadcast initial data packets, which in turn trigger and



messages toward a group-specific Rendezvous Point (RP). Each router along the path toward the RP builds a wildcard (any-



store prune state in those parts of the network that do not lead to group members. MOSPF broadcasts membership information



source) route emy



so that intermediate nodes can construct source specific distribution trees on the fly. These multicast routing protocols are efficient when each group is widely represented or the bandwidth is universally plentiful. In contrast, Independent



Core



Based Trees



Multicast-Sparse



Mode



(CBT)



[3]



(PIM-SM,



and Protocol or PIM



for



short) [4], do not use broadcast. Rather they use explicit joining to a designated core or rendezvous point whereby new receivers hear from all group sources and new sourcm rGaGh all group members. Such rendezvous-based multicast routing proAuthors tisted in alphabetical



order.



for the group and sends the join-messages



on toward the RP. A route entry is the forwarding router to maintain the distribution tree. TWically



state held in a it includes the



data source address, the multicast group address, the incoming interface from which packets are accepted, the list of outgoing interfaces to which packets are sen~ and various timers and flags. In this case, the wildcard route entry’s data source is “any source”,



the incoming



interface points toward the RP and the



outgoing interfaces point to the neighboring downstream routers that have sent join messages toward the RP. This state forms a shared, RP-rooted, distribution tree that reaches all group members. When a data source first sends to a group, its local router (D) unicasts register-messages to the RP with the source’s data
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brief query may be sent and then the sender goes silent again. Such bnrsty sources may send for less time than the time taken to acquire the mapping. If the inter-burst period is longer than the routers state timeout period, then all the source’s packets may be lost deterministically.



We refer to this problem



as the



bursty source problem. All three of these mechanisms do not allow applications “\% : ~. Receiver sands a PIM join towardthe RP ‘”. \ ssnmg UPa path from RP back to the receiver .;



lem in some circumstances).



................................. . ... ....... . .. .. . .. Fig. 1. How senders rendezvous



with receivers



Moreover,



all three of these mechanisms



dency on application-level packets encapsulated within.



If the data rate is high, the I@ can



send source-specitic join-messages back towards the source. These will instantiate source specific route entries in the routers on the path, and the source’s data packets will then follow the resulting forwarding state and travel unencapsulated to the RP. Data packets reaching the RP are forwarded natively down the RP-rooted distribution tree toward group members. If the data rate warrants it, routers with local receivers can join a source-specific, shortest path, distribution tree, and prune this source’s packets off of the shared RP-rooted tree. However, for low data rate sources, PIM routers need not join a source-



directory



introduce



only to insert the mapping into the database). Ideally we would like multicast to be as low a level service as possible, depending only on unicast routing and routers themselves. The use of an algorithmic



mapping



from group to RP ad-



dress allows us to address these competing design issues. This approach entails periodic distribution of a set of reachable, RPs to all routers in the domain, and use of a common hash function to map any multicast address to one router from the set of RPs. The algorithmic mapping approach requires routers to store and maintain liveness information for a relatively small and stable set of RPs per multicast domain. This approach scales well, is purely a low-level changes to hosts.



B. Bootstrap



tent sets of RPs, groups may fail to rendezvous.



mechanisms–architectural



issues



protocols require that every router consis-



tently maps an active multicast group address to the same RP. There are many ways to perform this task: + Application level advertisements to distribute RP information along with the multicast tions. . A routing routers.



protocol



group to potential to advertise



participant



group-to-RP



applica-



mappings



to



. A distributed directory in which routers can look-up groupto-RP mappings on-demand. . An algorithmic mapping from multicast address to RP address. Application-1evel advertisements require changing the 1P multicast service model, and require adding application-level dependencies on the choice of multicast routing protocol. Routing-protocol based advertisements scale badly because each router needs to maintain the mapping for all potential multicast groups. This may additionally add unpredictable delays between choosing a multicast address and being able to use it. On-demand look-up using a dismibuted directory (such as scales better, but introduces a startup delay from when



a depen-



assistance in some way (if



specific shortest path tree and data packets can be delivered via the shared RP-tree. If a sender or receiver has more than one local router, one of them is elected the Designated Router (DR), and only this router participates in this process.



Rendezvous-based



to al-



gorithmically generate and use multicast addresses without announcing them to all potential recipients (a bootstrapping prob-



routing



function,



and does not require any



For such an algorithmic mapping to work, the set of RPs must be distributed consistently to all routers within a domain. This must be done robustly and efficiently. If routers have inconsis-



The distribution



of the set of RPs within a domain cannot be



supported by rendezvous-based multicast without manual configuration, which is not robust to failures or misconfiguration. The set of RPs could be distributed



using a separate broadcast-



and-prnne multicast routing protocol but this would introduce an unnecessary dependency. A third alternative, adopted here, uses a simple bridge-like flooding mechanism to distribute the set of RPs efficiently within each domain (see section II-A). Finally,



given the choice of an algorithmic



mapping, we must



use one that will achieve the goal of mapping groups evenly across RPs in the domains RP set, thus reducing traffic concentration at individual RPs. We also desire characteristics such as minimal group disruption when RP reachability changes, the ability to map related groups to the same RP, and efficient implementation. The remainder of this paper provides a detailed evaluation of the design, robustness, and performance of the bootstrap mechanisms. Section II describes these mechanisms in detail and section III evaluates them in terms of robustness and efficiency. IV details the algorithmic mapping and its evacuation.



DNS)



Section



a source starts sending to when the directory responds with the group-to-RP mapping. This is a problem for sources wishing to use multicast for resource location, for example, where only a



Section V summarizes our results and proposals for future research. Supplemental appendices provide elaborate details of protocol models, mathematical analyses, and simulation detail.
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II.



BOOTSTRAP



MECHANISMS:



DESIGN



DESCRIPTION



AND



RATIONALE



This



section



throughout



describes



a domain.



the bootstrap



how the set of RI% is distributed



We elaborate on the design rationale



mechanisms.



The three critical



of



elements of the



design are the bootstrap router, the candidate RPs, and the RPSet. The following subsections describe how these elements fit together to realize the bootstrap mechanisms.



A BootStrap Router (J3SR) is a dynamically-elected router within a PIM domain. It collects the set of potential the resulting



routers in the PIM domain. tion reduces the opportunities



set of RPs (RP-Set) Centralizing



PIM RPs,



to all the PIM



the RP-Set distribu-



for inconsistency,



while dynamic



election provides robustness in the face of network changes and failures, A small set of routers within



a PIM domain



are configured



as candidate bootstrap routers (Candidate-BSRs), and each is given a (not necessarily unique) B SR-priority. From these candidates, a single bootstfap router (BSR) is elected for that domain. Should the current BSR fail, or another Candidate-BSR with higher priority



be added to the network,



a new BSR is



elected automatically. The



mechanism



tree election



address of the advertising indication to the BSR,



candidate RP and provide a liveness



The BSR chooses a subset3 (or all) of the live candidate RPs to form the RP-SeL which it then distributes in the bootstrap messages.



C. RP-Set distribution



A. BSR election



and distributes



is elected, candidate RPs periodically unicast Candidate-RPAdvertisement messages to the elected BSR. These include the



is based upon



algoritluw



a bridge-like



spanning-



bootstrap messages originated



by the



Candidate-BSRs travel hop-by-hop, and the most preferred candidate is elected as the BSR for the domain. This “dense”



The bootstrap messages originated by the BSR carry the BSRS address and priority, and the RP-Set. A bootstrap message is multicast



out all interfaces with a TTL of 1, to all directly



connected PIM routers [7]. Before accepting a bootstrap message, a PIM router performs two checks: 1. Only those bootstrap messages that arrive from the Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF) neighbor4 towards the BSR are processed, others are discarded. The RPF check prevents looping of bootstrap messages. Persistent looping would lead to usage of obsolete information. Unicast routing dynamics may cause transient loops but these do not affect the eventual correcmess of the mechanism. 2. If the RPF check passes, a check is performed against the previously stored active BSR information (priority and address). Every time a PIM router gets a message from the current BSR, it restarts a bootstrap-timer.



So long as the timer has not ex-



since all PIM routers in the



pired, the BSR is considered active, and only messages from a preferred candidate-BSR, or from the active BSR, are accepted.



domain require the messages, which corresponds to a densely populated group. The elected BSR originates periodic bootstrap messages to



If the bootstrap-timer has expired, this indicates that the stored BSR is no longer active, and the next bootstrap message re-



distribution



mechanism



capture network



is efficient



dynamics.



If a PIM domain partitions,



each



area separated from the old B SR will elect its own BSR, which will distribute an RP-Set containing RPs that are reachable within that partition. When the partition heals, an election will occur with the next periodic bootstrap message and only one of the BSRS will continue to send out bootstrap messages. As is expected at the time of a partition or healing, some disruption in packet delivery may occur. This time will be on the order of the region’s end-to-end delay and the bootstrap router timeout values (see section III-A). The BSR election mechanism is integrated with the I@-Set distribution



mechanism



mechanistic



details are given in [8] and [7].



described in section II-C,



Complete



ceived will be accepted. [8] presents a detailed state transition diagram for this mechanism, as well as the timer actions. When a bootstrap message is accepted by a PIM router, the BSR and RP-Set information within that router are updated, and the bootstrap-timer restarted. The bootstrap message is then forwarded out all interfaces except the receiving interface. To achieve better convergence for newly started PIM routers, a Designated Router may send a bootstrap message carrying RP-Set information to new PIM neighbors. In this case, a newly started PIM router, having no RP-Set information, accepts the first bootstrap message it gets. In gener~ however, bootstrap messages are only sent periodically, and are not triggered. This minimizes



the overhead associated with the mechanism (for de-



tailed analysis of overhead see section III-B). B. RP-Set construction A set of routers



using Candidate-RP-Adve



within



a PIM



domain



~isements



are configured



When a BSR becomes unreachable as



candidate RPs. Typically these are the same routers that are configured as candidate BSRS2. Once a BSR for the domain 1me pref.med router is the on. with hiehest addressed if priorities are equal.



-nfi~ured



priority



and bootstrap messages



stop, routers continue to use the stored RP-Set until they get new information. This way, multicast data distribution is not disrupted as long as the RP for the group is still reachable, For further discussion of detailed failure scenarios see section III-A.



O. hi5hest



2Any PIM router can be configured as a candidate RP or Candidate-BSR. However, to maximize reachalxlity, only well-connected stable routers should be configured as candidates.



3The



BSR attempts to choose the same subset each time if possible.



4The RPF neighbor for an 1P address X is the the next-hop forward packets toward X.
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4



however, is more involved,



D. RP-Set processing The bootstrap message indicates liveness of the RP in the RPSet. If an RP is included, then it is tagged as ‘up’ at the routers, while RPs not included in the message are removed from the set of RPs over which the group-to-RP mapping algorithm functions. This mechanism



adapts efficiently



to network



dynamics, in-



The BSR maintains a timer for each RP, cluding partitions. catled the RP-timer. When an RP becomes unreachable, the BSR stops receiving advertisements from it. Consequently, the BSR’S RP-timer for that RP expires, and the RP is removed from the RP-Set. Routers receiving the new RP-Set (that does not contain the failed RP), re-map the affected groups to other reachable RPs from the new RP-Set. Since the set of RPs are known to be live prior to initiating a multicast group, this scheme requires no start up phase, and hence is suitable for applications



with strict start up delay



bounds. The bursty source problem is also eliminated. This RP liveness mechanism



requires only a bootstrap mes-



sage, Candidate-RP-Advertisement at the BSR, simplifying



message and an RP-timer



complex reachability



mechanisms



de-



scribed in a previous PIM specification [9], and obviating the need for RP-reachability, RP-lisL and Poll messages, in addi-



A. Evaluation



of robustness



When an RP or BSR changes state (i.e., becomes reachable or unreachable) data loss may result. The duration of time during which loss may occur is a function much as it is for unicast routing.



data for groups that map to the ftiled



groups re-join to the new RP data will be received again. In this section we enumerate the various network events that can result in data loss. For each event we formulate an expression for the average convergence time. We use the following terms in our analysis: Convergence



time ( ‘Conv’):



the RP-Set becomes unreachable. Candidate-RP-Advertisement



DR then sends a join message towards that RP. When the DR receives a data packet from a directty connected sender for such



~eriod



algorithm, III.



which we present in section IV. EVALUATION



METRICS



OF THE



BOOTSTRAP



MECHANISMS



One of the major design goals of the bootstrap mechanisms is scalability. evaluation



In the next two subsections, we show a detailed



of the bootstrap mechanism,



wirh emphasis on two



critical dimensions of scalability– robusmess and overhead. For robusmess, we study responsiveness of the protocol



to



router failures and topology changes. In particular, we explain the transient protocol behavior due to various network events, and evaluate the time taken to converge on, and join to, a consistent RP-Set. The study establishes an upper bound on average convergence time. For overhead, we evaluate the domain resources (state and bandwidth) consumed by the bootstrap mechanisms. The state consumed is the memory required to maintain the BSR and RPSet information in each router, and is simply proportional to the size of the RP-Set. The analysis of the bandwidth overhead,



the RP-



temporarily use inconsistent RP-Sets, if some routers receive the new RP-Set before others. After the distribution is completed, all routers converge on the new RP-Set. When affected



a group for which it has no state, the DR uses an algorithmic mapping to bind the group to one of the RPs in the RP-Set. The



a group, it performs the same algorithmic mapping and sends the data packet encapsulated in a Register message directly to the RP. All PIM routers within a domain use the same mapping



RP. Meanwhile,



mains consistent among all routers. When distribution of the new RP-Set starts, the groups that mapped to the failed RP may



When a Designated Router (DR) receives an IGMP HostMembership-Report [10] from a directly connected receiver for



mapping



time;



titner associated with this RP at the BSR times out and the RP is removed from the RP-Set. Up to this point, the RP-Set re-



within Set of upper re-join point



E, Group-to-RP



of the convergence



Occasional RP failure or unreachability is unavoidable. When this happens, receivers using the shared RP tree may lose



●



tion to various flags and timers.



because it is affected by the under-



lying topology.



The time taken for all routers



a domain to converge on, and join to, a consistent RPreachable RPs, after network changes. This represents an bound on the time taken for group participants’ DRs to to a single reachable RP. This time is measured from the when the RP-Set becomes inconsistent or an RP within



at which



period



( ‘RPAdvPeriod’):



Candidate-RP-Advertisement



The



messages are



sent. (e.g. 60 seconds5). ● RP timeout ( ‘RPTbrteout ‘): The time interval after which the BSR times out an RP. Typically, this timer is set to 2.5 times the Candidate-RP-Advertisement period (e.g. 150 seconds). . Bootstrap period ( ‘BootstrapPeriod’): The period at which the elected BSR originates periodic bootstrap messages (e.g. 60 seconds). We calt the state in which the elected BSR originates periodic messages the steady state. ● Bootstrap timeout ( ‘BootstrapThneout’): The time after which a Candidate-BSR originates a bootstrap message to elect



a new BSR. We call the time during which the election is in process the transient state. (e.g. 150 seconds = 2.5 times the bootstrap period). . RP-Set distribution time ( ‘SetDist ‘): The time to distribute an RP-Set throughout the domain or the time for all routers within the domain to converge on the distributed RP-Set. . Join latency ( ‘.JoinLat’): The time taken to establish the multicast branch leading to a new receiver, by processing hop-byhop PIM join messages. The join messages may, in worst case, travel all the way to the RP, if no closer point exists on the multicast tree6. 5AII default values mentioned here are set m per the PIMv2 specification [7]. 61f no join m~sages are lost, this value is on the order of the end-te-end delay.
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. Join period



( ‘.ToinPeriod’):



odic join-messages



The time interval at which peri-



RPDelConv



=



are sent (e.g. 60 seconds).



RPTimeout)



At the end of this section we present sample convergence times for various network topologies



SetDist



and loss probabilities. A.1 .d Network



A. 1 Convergence time due to various network events When network dynamics affect B SR and RP reachability, data loss may occur. The bootstrap mechanism described here was designed to adapt to these changes in a timely fashion. The convergence time varies depending



upon the particular



(( RPTimeout



network



– RPAdvPeriod), + (0, BootstrapPeriod)



+



+ JoinLat



partitions.



In addition



to single BSR change



and RP change, we are interested in events such as network partition and partition healing that may sometimes cause simultaneous changes in both RP and BSR reachability. When a domain partitions, it is divided into two separate regions, one of which will have the old BSR and some subset of the RPs in the RP-SeL and the other will have the remainder



event.



of the RPs in the RP-Set.



We will



look at each “side”



of the



A.1 .a Changes in BSR. A change in the BSR without a change in the RP-Set does not partition groups, nor cause data loss. RPs continue to support active groups without disruption to data



partition in turn. For the region containing the original BSR, any groups using RPs in that region will be unaffected, and hence their conver-



delivery, election.



gence time is O. Any groups using RPs that are now unreachable will see convergence times equivalent to those experienced



so long as the RPs are reachable during the BSR re-



A. 1.b Addition



of a new RP.



becomes reachable,



When it may immediately



a new candidate RP obtain the BSR ad-



dress from its neighbors or wait for the periodic bootstrap messages. The new candidate I@ then sends a Caudidate-lWAdvertisement



to the BSR. Provided



that the Candidate-RP-



Advertisement



message is not IOSL and the BSR includes it in a



new RP-SeL the new RP-Set will be distributed during the next RP-Set cycle. After the RP-Set distribution time ( ‘SetDi#), the domain converges on the updated RP-Set. The last converged router needs time ‘JoinLat’ to join to the new RP.



when an RP is deleted. On the other side of the partition (without the original BSR) all groups using RPs which are still reachable (on the same side) will remain unaffected and hence also have a convergence time of O. Groups using now-unreachable



RI%, however,



ex-



perience longer convergence times. A new BSR is elected after ‘Bootstrapllmeout’. After ‘RPTimeout’, the new BSR times out the RP-timer. Then, the new BSR updates the RP-Set and distributes the new RP-Set within the interval (O, BootstrapPerioo. After ‘SetDist’, the PIM domain converges on the up-



Oroup partition may occur during the distribution of the new RP-SeL as some routers get the new information before others. There is also potential data loss for some group members during



dated, smaller, RP-Set. The last converged router needs time ‘JoinLat’ to join to the new RP. In this case, the convergence time is given by:



the time when group partition



PartitionConv



occurs.



Hence, the convergence time becomes: RPAddConv



= SetDist



i- JainLat



A.1 .C Deletion of an RP. In rhe following analyses we use the notation ‘(a,b)’ to denote a time interval between ‘a’ and ‘b’. If an RP becomes unreachable from the B SR, its associated RP-timer at the BSR expires within the interval ((RPi%neout - RPAdvPeriod), RPi%neout); at best, the RP failure happens right before the RP sends a Candidate-Rl?-Advertisementi where the time interval between the point of failure and RPtimer timeout is ‘RPi%neout-RPAdvPeriod’.



The BSR will send



the new RP-Set at the next RP-Set cycle (O, BootstrapPeriod). After ‘SetDist’, the PIM domain converges on the updated RPSet. The last converged router needs time ‘JoirzLat’ to join to the new RP. We note that potential data loss starts from the point of RP failure (or unreachability) but only affects groups that map to the unreachable



= BootstrapTimeout (0, BootstrapPeriod)



+ RPTimeout + SetDist



-t-



+ JoinLat



When a partition heals, two previously-partitioned regions are merged together. Each of them will originally have its own BSR and set of RPs. Of the two BSRS, one of them will be more preferred than the other and become the B SR of the combined region. At the point where the two regions become mutually reachable, groups are, by definition, partitioned (because all mutually-reachable senders and receivers do not rendezvous) and hence the convergence time starts from this point. When the partition



heals, the more preferred



BSR sends a



bootstrap message within the interval (O, BootstrapPeriod). All routers in the other region receive this message after SetDist. It then takes JoinLat for them to join to a new RP. Thus, the initial convergence time is given by: HealConv



=



(O, BootstrapPeriod)



+ SetDist



+



JoinLat



RP. After all PIM routers converge on the up-



dated RP-Set and affected groups re-join to their new RP, the data loss for the affected groups stops. During the RP-Set Distribution Time, groups mapping to the unreachable RP are partitioned. The convergence time becomes:



Meanwhile, the candidate RPs in the other region start sending their Candidate-RP-Advertisement messages to the more preferred



BSR.



Then,



one BootstrapPeriod



after the first



bootstrap message, the more preferred B SR may issue an updated RP-Set with RPs from both previously-disconnected re-
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gions. This can cause another temporary group partition



which



is equivalent to that experienced when a new RP is added. A.2 Evaluation



of RP-Set distribution



time and join latency



The expressions derived above are all a function distribution



of RP-Set



time and join latency, both of which depend upon



the characteristics



of the domain



topology



and the number



of



successive bootstrap message losses. In the absence of packet loss, the average RP-Set distribution time grows linearly



with the end-to-end



delay. of the do-



main. Therefore, we represent the distribution time for a particular topology in the absence of packet loss as a constant cb. This constant covers transmission, processing and propagation delays. Next, we consider the effect of packet loss. In [8], we show that the expected RP-Set distribution E[SetDist]



(~_



( where E[SetDist]



;) N-l



is the expected value of SetDist,



nnmber of nodes in the domain,



)



N is the of



and esrablish



multicast state within intermediate routers. If the first join message reaches the RP successfully, the value of JoinLat is simply the time to establish the shared multicast tree within intermediate routers7. Such time includes transmission, processing times and propagation



EIRPAddConv]
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